Mozilla Webmaker
Make, hack, and remix the web

Meet the Webmakers: "Instructors"

We're building a generation of webmakers. Meet some of our instructors.
goal: help 10s of millions of people move from using the web to making the web
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apps + projects + community
for anyone who makes things on the web
start-ups like codecademy see a market opportunity
gov'ts see a new skill to be taught

Computer skills are the grammar of the 21st century, says Ed Vaizey
Conservative culture minister says knowing how a computer works 'on a par with a knowledge of the arts and humanities'

Jessica Shepherd, education correspondent
guardian.co.uk, Tuesday 10 January 2012 08.00 GMT
Article history

Ed Vaizey: 'Even a basic understanding of computer coding will help you understand the structure of your digital life.' Photograph: Sarah Lee for the Guardian
influencers want (and trust) mozilla to play a key role
what?
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1. apps that teach the web by helping you make cool things
Let’s remix the Web! It’s easy!

Remixing the web is easier than you think. A bit of styling here, an image replacement there, and suddenly a page can look completely different! Give it a try with some of our templates, or load your favourite site and let’s get mixin’
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Popcorn Maker is a creative tool that makes authoring interactive media pages as easy as point and click.

Popcorn Maker brings the power of popcorn.js and its plugin system to a graphical user interface, with familiar timeline controls. Completely free and open source, Popcorn Maker offers a collection of useful templates, but since it’s built from standard HTML, you can customize it to your heart’s content.

Who’s it for?

- filmmakers
- journalists
- creative people of all stripes

Under active development, Popcorn Maker is alpha software. Give it a spin, and contact us if you have any suggestions! If you’d like to build upon Popcorn Maker, you can get started now by forking it on Github.
Gaming

Games, Meet Web.

Mozilla Labs Gaming is the latest project launched by Mozilla Labs, committed to providing the game developer community with the platform and tools they need to make innovative games on the Open Web.

Game On: Round Two Starts in Summer 2012
Game On to Include 'Hackable Games' Competition
Use Gladius in your 3D game Entry
Game On 2 Winners to be announced at MozFest
2. projects that offer a head start for learning and making the web
Make Something Awesome:

- Make a Realistic Car Simulator
- Make an Interactive Documentary
- Explore a Dynamical System
Make a Realistic Car Simulator
Choose a template

Popcorn Maker templates are regular HTML + CSS. Don't see one you like? [Make your own.](#)

**POP-UP**

BOOK REPORT
TOUR
CONTEXT
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YOU HAVE COMPLETED A MISSION BY UPLOADING A LINK

YOU HAVE COMPLETED A BOSS LEVEL BY UPLOADING A LINK + REFLECTION

YOU HAVE COMPLETED MANY MISSIONS AND A BOSS LEVEL = YOU ARE A WEBMAKER

10% community
40% HTML
20% film
3. a **community** of people who want to teach and make alongside mozilla
Let's make and learn together

We want to help you make something amazing on the web this summer -- and maybe learn a little code along the way. Join or volunteer at Summer Code Party events and teach-ins around the world. We've got Webmaker TOOLS for you to use, fun PROJECTS to create, and awesome EVENTS to join. Or create your own!

Jun 23 - Sep 23

Learn more »

MEET  MAKE  LEARN
tomorrow: mozilla.org/webmaker
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now: watch the video >